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T

his travel guide is a first step towards informing tourists about
West Ethiopia, an area which is neglected by most tourists and travel
guides but with great opportunities in terms of eco-tourism. Tourist
facilities in West Ethiopia are generally basic, but public transport
is plentiful and the beauty of the landscape and nature and the
friendliness of the Oromo people largely compensate for this.
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Jimma City
Jimma is the largest city in West Ethiopia with an estimated 200,000 people living in the city and up to 1,000,000
people in Jimma zone. In a setting of green, forested
hills, the city is atmospheric, peaceful and friendly. It is
the main hub of coffee, serving as a trade center where
most of the coffee in the country is gathered, quality controlled and further exported to Addis Abeba. Though it
might seem relatively new (the city has seen its main development during the Italian occupation) the palace of
Abba Jiffar stands witness of a long history well before
the Italians got involved. It was an important stopover
on the trade route from Sudan to the Arabian Peninsula
in the 19th century since many attended the great Thursday market at the center of Jimma.

Jimma Mercato area

Getting there
Jimma lies approximately 350 km from Addis Ababa
along a fully surfaced road. Road conditions are not optimal though, and the scenic undulating landscape together
with the usual cattle, humans and baboons on the road,
make it into a 6-7 hours drive in a private vehicle, 8-9
hours drive (short stops included) with public transport.
Daily bus services are now run by Selam Bus and leave
from Meskel square at 05:00 am. Sky Bus also runs a daily bus ride (except on Sundays and Mondays) to Jimma
from Meskel square and leaves at 12:00 noon. Expect to
pay around €10 single trip for both bus companies (tickets are for sale on Meskel square). Booking a few days
in advance is advised, especially during August and September. Several buses to Jimma also leave Addis from
the big autobus terra, these buses are cheaper (around
€6) but departure time is depending on the number of
travelers. In Jimma, tickets to Addis can be bought at the
Selam Bus office at Central hotel or at the Sky Bus
office across the road. Other busses to Addis, Agaro,
Seka or Bonga leave from the main Autobus station
and tickets should also be purchased here.

The drive from Addis to Jimma takes you through some
spectacular landscapes, especially when crossing the Omo
gorge somewhere halfway. The rather sharp descent to
the Omo River is a spectacular succession of curves
while crossing Acacia woods full of birds (most notably
weavers and widowbirds) all the way down. Crossing the
Omo River, still known to harbor healthy populations of
hippos and crocodiles, you continue your way up again
passing some steep mountain tops close to the road. Baboons and Vervet monkeys are regularly seen from the
road. Entering Jimma from the East, you’ll notice the
giant fig trees that straddle the roadside which were used
in the past as the ideal place for meetings and venues,
and is represented in the Oromia flag.
The recently prolonged airstrip of Jimma airport has
now daily flights from Addis to Jimma, mostly in the
afternoon. Expect to pay around €55 single ticket if you
flew with Ethiopian airlines internationally. Otherwise,
prices are more than doubled and a single ticket can cost
you up to €120.
Coming from the Rift valley, there is a possibility to use
the Sodo-Jimma road, provided you have a 4x4 or plenty of time. In dry season, the road would keep you occupied for about 6 hours in a 4x4, but the landscape is
determined to keep you awake. Using public transport
you’ll need to catch a bus from Sodo to Wukka, then
further to Tulcha, where you’ll probably need to spend
the night. It should be straightforward to find transport
to Jimma from there on the next morning.

Where to stay?
Jimma boasts a good deal of hotels, although upmarket hotels are absent up to now, probably due to its low
amount of foreign tourists. The more expensive hotels
in town are Central Jimma Hotel , SYF Hotel  and
Boni International Hotel . Honeyland Hotel  should
also be named in this class, although this hotel is somewhat out of town.
In the budget class, Yordanos Hotel No.2  and Aramaic Hotel  surely are the two best value for money options in town, the latter being a little bit in disadvantage
due to its out of town location.
The town has plenty of options to eat. All hotels mentioned above serve good, western food together with a
variety of traditional dishes. Café Variety , close to the
roundabout of Arat Ambasa (Four lions) A is very popular with the local youngsters and the Daily Bread bakery next to it has freshly baked bread, all day long! The
Leo Sis café , next to the Post office on the same road
serves excellent local dishes, although the menu depends
from day to day. If it’s the freshly made fruit-juices you’re
after, there is no better place than the small juice bar 

slightly uphill from Café Variety, which serves the best juices
for low prices (expect to pay 10 birr/juice). Hoteela Sheeba  has great traditional food and is one of the few places
that serves beyaynetu on non-fasting days as well. There are
of course more possibilities for lunch and dinner, including
many street vendors if you’re craving for a snack. For breakfast, you might want to go to Sis Café (Kaaffee Siis)  on
the Mercato, which serves excellent special full (spicy bean
sauce with egg and bread) and fetira (filo pastry with egg and
honey). Sports Café , close to the main university campus
is a good place for burgers and juices, and a popular meeting
place for university students. Regular bus and bajaj services
cover the most important lines through the city, making it
very easy to hop from one place to another. Expect to pay
between 1 and 3 birr for these lines within the city.

Arat Ambasa

What to see?
Fair enough, there is no major tourist attraction in the
city, although it could be pleasant enough just to walk
around the city for a full day. You can start your day at
the Mercato, known for its big Quat market. Vultures
and ravens (most notably the endangered White-backed
vulture and the endemic Thick-billed raven) are ubiquitous. On your way to Arat Ambasa, you’ll notice an entire
street filled with curio-shops that sell leather or wooden
art crafts, or both. The famous small chairs (locally called
burtchuma) are popular in small coffee shops and are
omnipresent in local houses. Expect to pay around 150

birr for a wooden chair of medium size. Dried, unroasted coffee beans can also be bought in these shops for a
bargain. Expect to pay around 70 birr per kilo. Along a
broad avenue, you can walk towards the Jimma museum
M , close to Arat Ambasa roundabout A . The Jimma museum (7°40’35”N, 36°50’8”E) tells the history of Jimma
and the culture of its surrounding Oromo people. The
area around the museum is a good place to see Colobus
monkeys and Silvery-cheeked hornbills, especially in the
morning and evening.

Meskel in Jimma (27 September)

View just outside of Jimma town center

West of Jimma, next to the airport, flows the Kito river, which is home to many waterbirds and frogs alike

Day excursions from Jimma

A good deal of interesting half-day excursions can be done within a half an hour’s drive from Jimma town.

One of the many temporary waterbodies around Lake Boye

Lake Boye
The official Lake Boye has now disappeared due to
drainage works and the construction of a small electricity
dam. During wet season, this is generally a chain of
smaller temporary lakes, created by flooding of the
Boye River. It is a good place to see hippos and African
clawless otter, although sightings of both are far from
guaranteed. You have a little stretch to walk before you
actually reach the biggest lake. This isn’t too bad, as it
takes you through nice natural landscapes, interspersed
with small homesteads and agricultural fields. Depending
on the season, this is a good place to see a variety of
woodland and water birds. Wattled crane, Black-crowned
crane and African fish eagle are breeding residents, and a
whole bunch of kingfishers, storks, egrets, ibises, ducks
and herons are present all year long. In the European
winter water levels drop. Still, a good variety of migrants
are known to stop-over. Most notable sightings on our
last visit were Giant kingfisher, Saddle-billed stork and

African black duck.
To reach Lake Boye, drive or walk the main road from
Jimma to Addis for two kilometers out of Jimma town.
Take a minibus out of town at the main Autobus station
(ask for Lake Boye and people at the Mercato will be
happy to put you in the correct minibus) and get off at a
small dirt road on your right (7°39’33”N, 36°52’47.58”E).
Alternatively, take a minibus to Honeyland hotel, at the
edge of town, from where you can wait for a minibus
that drives in the right direction (towards Addis). Expect
to pay around 5 birr p.p.
People in the neighbourhood will be happy to help you
find the lakes, or the hippos for that matter. With the
natural permanent lake now disappeared, chances to see
hippos are highest about 3 km from the road (7°37’59”N,
36°52’13”E). The walk is relatively easy and straightforward, but can be muddy during rainy season.
Abba Jiffar’s Palace

Hippos are often present during the rainy season

Situated about 6 km out of the town centre, this old
palace was built for the charismatic, very tall king of Jimma, Abba Jiffar, who ruled over Jimma from 1878 up
to 1932. The palace was built on a low hill overlooking
the city. The architectural style strongly resembles that
of early colonial constructions. Within the compound
there are four buildings: the public mosque (which is still
in use today), the mosque of Abba Jiffar, his residential
palace and the palace of Abba Dula (the grandson of
Abba Jiffar).
The easiest way to reach the palace (7°42’4”N 36°52’20”E)
is via the main university campus (buses drive up to the
university hospital) from where you’ll have to walk up

the paved street and turn left (7°41’7”N, 36°51’41”E)
along a signposted dirt road, passing the Jiren university
on your way. Follow the main dirt track for about 3 km
where you’ll reach the tomb of Abba Jiffar on the left
side of the road. Continue for about 1 more km and
you’ll find yourself in front of the palace. Entrance fees
are around €2, which should include a guided tour. A tip
afterwards is highly appreciated. The palace is closed for
visits in the weekend.

One of the many dump sites around the “Hyena Belt”

Jiren Mountain
When staying for several days in Jimma, climbing the
Jiren Mountain is a nice diversion from the city life. Take
a bus to the university hospital and from there you can
follow your nose up the hill, via a multitude of small
paths and crossing an overhead power line on the way.
The top (7°40’46.8”N 36°52’23.7”E) rewards you with
nice views over Jimma and its surroundings, while you
can still clearly hear the city life beneath you. Common
duiker, Yellow-throated leaflove and Long-crested eagle
were the most notable sightings of our last visit!

Spotted hyena

Bohor reedbuck

Koffe Swamp
Further on the road to Seka, only 1 km after the Hyena
Belt, it is possible to undertake an additional bird watching excursion. This is the Koffe Swamp, which starts
around Jimma airport and extends, with regular dry intervals, for some 4 km to the east. This area is known mainly as breeding site for the vulnerable Wattled crane and
Black-crowned crane and for the secretive Red-chested
flufftail. Luckily, a whole range of woodland and water
birds are present to keep you busy when the more rare
birds don’t happen to be around.
Seka Falls

Jimma through the trees on Jiren Mountain

Hyena Belt
The Hyena Belt is the place around town to visit at dusk.
Basically it is a large, scattered garbage belt among Eucalyptus plantations in a marshy area outside the town
(7°39’12”N, 36°49’16”E). Not the ideal nature reserve,
you can imagine, but sightings of Spotted hyenas are almost guaranteed, provided you go around dusk (between
6 and 7pm). Warthogs, jackals, bush- and reedbucks are
also around but shyer and/or less common. Halfway the
5 km drive you cross Boye River (7°38’58” N, 36°50’42”
E), keep an eye out for hippos here, as they are known to
reside in this area from time to time.
To get to the Hyena Belt, take the road out of town in
the direction of Seka. Buses leave from the Mercato to
Seka, even around dusk, and you can ask to be dropped
at the garbage belt (Koffee Djibb) to see hyenas (Djibb
in Amharinia). Expect to pay around 10 birr for the trip.
It is relatively easy to find transport back to Jimma later
that night as almost any car driving in the direction of
Jimma will pick you up and buses pass by up to at least
08:00 pm.

About 20 km from Jimma, a small but picturesque waterfall, known as Seka Falls (7°36’38”N, 36°43’2”E) lies in a
forested countryside area. The falls can be visited after a
30 minutes’ walk from the Seka village center (7°36’13”N,
36°43’21.12”E). There are regular bus services between
Jimma and Seka leaving from the main Autobus station
in Jimma. Expect many children that will be happy to
show you the waterfalls as well as their swimming skills.
We also swam in the water but were advised to stay on
the left side of the falls, as the current on the right can
be strong and according to the locals there are casualties
every year.

Seka falls

Geruke Coffee Forest
This great new community project aims to attract both
nature and coffee lovers. On the way to Agaro, about 12
km out of Jimma and 500 m past the small village called
Geruke/Garuke, there is a small eco tourism project
(7°44’13”N, 36°45’2”E). This project offers guided tours
of 1 or 2 hours around the area and through the villager’s
coffee forests and home gardens, with information on
coffee and other crops, finished by a small but authentic
coffee ceremony. A guide is obligatory and can be hired
via Dany (+251913737225). He is a knowledgeable,
English-speaking guide with a genuine interest in birds.
Sightings of Black-and-white colobus monkey are nearly
guaranteed, while Vervet monkey and Olive baboon are

often encountered as well. The bird life in the area is
prolific, with well over 100 species seen in the immediate
vicinity of Geruke. White-cheeked turaco, Bandet barbet,
African emerald cuckoo and Abyssinian oriole, among
many others, inhabit the coffee forests. Rüppels vulture,
Bateleur and White-backed vulture are regularly seen
soaring in the sky, while Abyssinian longclaw, Wattled
ibis and Abyssinian ground hornbill can be found in the
open fields and marshy areas. Guided tours cost 100 birr
p.p. for groups up to 4 people. Groups of more than 4
people are expected to pay 80 birr each. A small coffee
ceremony is included in the price.

Black-and-white colobus (left), Acraea rangatana (middle) & White-cheeked turaco (right)

Overnight excursions from Jimma

Some magnificent areas lie further from Jimma and require several days to fully enjoy.

View on the valley from the forest edge in Quacho

Belete-Gera Natural Forest
The large Belete-Gera natural forest covers an altitudinal
gradient of 1500 meters, ranging from 1450 up to 2950 m
asl and covers a vast 150,000 ha of forested area. At some
places, the natural forest still exists while in other areas,
coffee is planted and harvested in the understory of the
forest. After an approximate one hour drive from Jimma
to Agaro, when exiting the town of Agaro (7°51’41.0”N
36°34’36.4”E), you need to take the turn left following a
dirt track to Gera for another hour. Just before you reach
the small village of Quacho (7°46’40”N, 36°20’5”E),
there is a community guide, Sabit (+251917248581),
who can take you inside the semi-natural coffee forest and show you how coffee beans are harvested. The
guide can take you on a one or multiple hours guided
walk, depending on your time and interests. In the forest, trees and coffee shrubs are vastly covered with epiphytes, lychens and mosses. If time is not an issue, the
guide can even take you to some natural parts deeper in
the forest, where coffee is still growing like it has done
for millennia. This is the true home of Coffea arabica!
On your way, look out for epiphytic orchids; more than
20 species are known to be flowering on the stems of
the coffee shrubs. Concerning
wildlife, look around for monkeys and bushpigs, which are still
relatively common in the area but
not always easy to see. After the
excursion, it is possible to enjoy
a coffee break at a local hut (also
called tukul). The tour costs 100
birr p.p. for groups up to 4 people. Groups of more than 4 peoCoffee ceremony

ple are expected to pay 80 birr each. A small, traditional coffee ceremony is included in the price.
Yet another hour’s drive from Quacho, passing the honey village known as Gera, lays a village in the middle of
the forest (7°38’02.3”N 36°13’17.4”E). This small village, Afalo, has a truly spectacular setting. Vast forested
hills, known to harbor significant amounts of wildlife,
surround the village. Lions are sometimes heard at night,
while spotted hyenas, leopards, forest buffalo’s and giant forest hogs are confirmed to be present in the direct
surrounding of the village. Up to 5 different monkey
species are recorded, of which the Olive baboon and
Guereza monkey are the easiest to see. With a bit of
luck, it is possible to see Blue monkeys, often in large fig
trees, while the natural riverine forest is a good place to
search for the handsome De Brazza’s monkey. There is a
good variety of (forest) birds present in the area. Narina
trogon, Greater honeyguide, Red-capped robin-chat and
Abyssinian ground thrush are some of the more rewarding species.

Narina trogon (juvenile)

De Brazza’s monkey

Didessa Wildlife Sanctuary
Camping is allowed on the school playground (7°38’4”N,
36°13’22”E.), but make sure you bring all equipment you
need. A water pump is about the only facility in the village of Afalo and even though the locals drink the water,
we advise you to bring bottled water from Gera unless
you have a water filter in your backpack. It is also possible to sleep inside a hut that you can rent, both camping
and renting costs a 50 birr p.p. community fee. There is
a small restaurant in the village, but expect only the most
basic (shiro or egg with injera). Another option is to stay
in a basic hotel (7°44’38”N, 36°14’55”E) in Gera village,
about 40 minutes drive from Afalo on the road back to
Agaro. Rooms cost around 70 birr. Gera offers some options for lunch and dinner and bread is available in the
mornings and around noon. The forest honey produced
here is almost as famous as Ethiopian coffee, so make
sure to try some.
From Afalo, guided day hikes through the forest can
be arranged and even a two day hike is possible, provided you bring tents and everything to sleep yourself.
You sleep at a forest clearing in the middle of the forest,
where local people have a small hut they use in coffee
harvest season. Guides ask a community fee of 100 birr
per person for a group up to four people, from 5 people
or more, you pay 80 birr p.p. The two day hike costs 200
birr p.p., from 5 people or more, you pay 170 birr p.p.
An armed scout is obligatory if you stay overnight in the
forest because buffalos and forest hogs roam around the
camp site and leopards are known to inhabit the more
natural areas nearby. This costs an extra 100 birr, whether you’re camping alone or in group.

The natural riverine forest and some of its inhabitants

On the road from Jimma to Nekemte, after the city of
Bedele, lies the Didessa wildlife sanctuary (1300 km²), a
vast and largely unexplored woodland area, interspersed
by numerous streams and rivers. The sanctuary is known
to support significant numbers of hippos and crocodiles. Elephants, buffalos and different smaller mammals
are also known to occur in unknown numbers. Although
there is no game-viewing road through the park, parts
of it can be visited from the main road to Nekemte. The
Didessa Green Valley resort (0116639575) is about the
only accommodation in the direct proximity of the park.
It is an eco-lodge, around 50 km south of Nekemte,
charging a steep 40$/60$ for single/double rooms. The
rooms are rather basic but the location is wonderful.
Camping is allowed and day visits to the reserve, for
example to see hippos can be made through the reception. Another option is to visit the park as day trip from
Nekemte.
Southwest Omo Tribes
Roughly 400 km from Jimma is Kibish, a large village
from where the Western half of Southern Omo tribes
can be visited. This land is home to the Surma, a group
of more than 25,000 people, most of them divided into
three subgroups: The Tirma, the Chai and the Mursi.
The women are famous for wearing lip plates that can
extend as big as 15 cm. The men are traditionally pastoralists. It is hard to get to Southwest Omo with public
transport, but with sufficient time you might find the occasional hitch with 4x4 or truck. With private transport,
the road from Jimma to Kibish can be stretched in one
long day, not allowing for large breaks. The only accommodation up to now is a campsite at the police office.
Expect to pay a steep camping fee though. There is still
a high diversity of larger mammals in this area but most
of it is rather scarce and hard to see.

Chebera Churchura National Park
This recently established national park boasts an extraordinary amount of wildlife, and lies within the SNPPR
region. Jimma is, however, the gateway to the Northern
(and most accessible) part of the park and therefore this
park is included in this travel guide. This park might just
be the last place in Ethiopia where you can reliably see
elephants and buffalo’s. Furthermore, a whole bunch of
carnivores are present, most notably lion and spotted hyena. Serval, leopard and caracal are present, but more
elusive, and even wild dogs are sometimes seen by the
rangers. The park was officially established in 2010 and
receives less than 100 visitors annually. Up to now there
are no roads through the park so everything you visit
will be on foot. The riverine forest is definitely worth
a walk, with chances of seeing buffalo, bushpig, crocodile and waterbuck. This is also the most interesting part
for bird watchers. There is also a trail to a waterfall, but
the trail is not maintained meaning you’ll have to plod
your way through 3 meter high grasses, strongly reducing
both your sight and chances for wildlife. They claim conditions are better in dry season when the grass is shorter,
but the lack of management is obvious. Dry season is

Buffalo

also the better time to see wildlife as vegetation is less
dense and animals come to drink more regularly to the
lakes and rivers scattered in the park.
There are two access points to the park: the Northern
part is accessible via the Jimma-Sodo road. The drive
will take three and a half hours in a good private 4x4.
Entrance fee is 90 birr p.p., same as in other national
parks, although there are plans to make it 10$ as it is now
managed by the regional SNPPR governmental body. A
ranger costs 150 birr for a full day + night, 2 rangers are
obligated for security reasons. This is not unnecessary
as you’ll be walking mainly along buffalo and elephant
paths and cross rivers in which crocodiles reside. Rangers don’t speak English but are excellent trail hunters and
friendly. Camping costs 54 birr per tent.
Facilities: zero to none, although there is a small village
close to the campsite where you can find bottled water,
some fruits and bread (ambasha). They are constructing
a basic lodge at the northern access point. There should
be different camp sites but our scouts were not able, nor
eager to inform us on these.

Riverine forest in Chebera Churchura National Park

Sheka forest biosphere reserve
Recognized as a Unesco Biosphere reserve in 2012, Sheka forest
is probably one of the least explored, but well worth, tracts of
vast forest left in the country (See figure below). From Addis,
there is a “direct” bus to Masha (7°44’51”N, 35°28’33’’E), the
administrative center of the Sheka zone, with overnight
stay in Jimma. The cost was 220 birr in March 2016
for the two day bus ticket. You can also hop on in
Jimma, for about 140 birr, as it will still
take about a full day’s drive by Bus, passing the hot city of Tepi (15) around noon
(7°11’54”N, 35°25’20’’E). With a private
4x4, it should take only a half a day. Masha
(7), at an altitude of about 2300 m asl and
in the middle of the reserve, is not only
the administrative center, but also has a
tourist office to help you organize your
stay. Here, you can find different sorts of
accommodation and there are plenty of options for food and drinks.
There’s a small market on Wednesdays and a big market on Saturdays.
Besides several hotels, there is a private and a government guesthouse,
a bit further out of town. There is a commercial bank (no ATM) and,
from time to time, there is good access of electricity and mobile reception. There appears to be an internet café, though internet was
never available during our four months stay.

Local honey comes straight from the forest and can be
bought in several specialized honey shops in Masha. If
you have your own transport, however, it is recommended to make a quick stop in Gecha village (11) (7°33’48”N,
35°24’13’’E), on the way to Tepi, as the honey is even
better (and cheaper) there! Depending on your time and
interest, there are several worthwhile activities within the
Sheka Biosphere reserve. In general, it is best to arrange
activities, including an English speaking guide, at the
tourist office of Masha (Ato Brahanu +251917830559).
A visit to the beautiful Sheksheko waterfall (5), cave inclusive, will only take you about one hour if you have
private transport, though you can also visit the falls as a
4 hour round trip on foot. Other worthwhile waterfalls
are the Odji (6) and the Wonani waterfalls (9), the latter
taking only a 10 minutes’ walk from Masha.
Birdwatchers, on the other hand, will easily fill up a
morning by visiting the nearby Masha wetland (8), where
over 150 bird species are recorded in its direct surroundings. One can easily see 50-60 bird species on a morning,
including range restricted birds such as Green twinspot
or endemics such as Yellow-fronted parrot. Keep an eye
open to the sky, because no less than five different vulture species soar over the wetland from time to time in
search of an easy meal. For herpetologists, the area is
known to harbor at least 21 different amphibian species,
including many endemic species!

Afrixalus clarkei, an Ethiopian endemic banana frog

A bit further away from Masha, but certainly worth the
effort, there are two completely different forests that can
be visited as a day trip, if you have a private vehicle. You
can also visit these places with public transport if you
have two days, which means you’ll have to be completely
self-sufficient regarding tents, water and food. The first
is Shato forest (2, 4), a tract of relatively intact broadleaf
forest bordering the Baro river. This not only allows for a
gentle walk, first through the East African tea plantations
(1) and later through some riverine forest but you can
also visit a beautiful, though difficult to access, waterfall
on the Baro river itself (3). Different species of monkey
are practically guaranteed, the most elusive probably being the handsome De Brazzah monkey. Wildlife is still
abundant in this area, though Buffalo’s and Leopards are
exceptionally hard to see. Keep an eye open for otters in
the Baro river, especially in the early mornings. If you’re
in for some more adventure, you can stay overnight in
the forest, in a traditional hut used by the locals during
the coffee and/or honey harvest season. Beware that the
roof is not rainproof so bringing your own tent is recommended!

The krar or buguna is a popular Ethiopian
music instrument in Sheka

Wonani waterfall

A second adventurous option is to visit the bamboo forest (12), including the beautiful Gandochi crater lake (13).
Be prepared for an early start and a rainy day because
this is one of the wettest areas in the whole country! After about a 28 km drive from Tepi, you start walking up a
steep (sometimes muddy) mountain, making a transition
from broadleaf forest to highland bamboo forest. After
about two to three hours, you’ll reach a beautiful crater
lake. The lake is sacred for the local people so swimming is not allowed. Although the forest can seem quiet
from time to time, the animals that call this forest home
are all special (search for the special frogs!), and the forest sometimes opens up to unique patches of Afromontane moorland (14), characterized by the colorful red
hot pokers. Also, this is probably the best spot in Western Ethiopia for the endemic Abyssinian catbird. Again,
there are some options for staying overnight, if you are
completely self-sufficient.
If you’re more in for some local culture, a coffee tour
can be arranged for you through the Tourist office in
Masha (Ato Brahanu +251917830559). Together with a
guide, you can make a visit to a coffee forest ending up
with a traditional coffee ceremony.
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